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ON FORMULATION AND SOLVABILITY OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
FOR VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS IN DOMAINS 
WITH NON-COMPACT BOUNDARIES 
O.A.LadySenskaja, Leningrad 
Studying boundary value problems for viscous incompressible 
fluids I have introduced two function spaces, namely J(fl) and 
H(-fl). The former is the closure in the norm L 2(d) of the family 
J°°(.Q_) of all infinitely differentiable solenoidal vector functions 
u(x) with compact supports which belong to the domain fi of the 
Euclidean space R*1 (n=2f3). The latter is the closure of the same fa-
mily J°°(Q ) in the norm of Dirichlet integral. Let us denote by 
o 
D ( Q ) the Hilbert space which is the closure in the norm of Dirichlet 
integral of the family C°°(n) of all infinitely differentiable 
vector-functions u(x) with compact supports which belong to Q . 
The scalar product in D(il) is defined by 
(1) [3,v] = I uxvxdx = I Yl^ uix.vix dx • 
Ja Ja ifk=l * * 
We introduce the same scalar product in H(.Q). H(.Q.) is a proper 
O O 
subspace of the space D(.fl). We shall regard J(-Cl) as a subspace 
of the Hilbert space Lp(H) and introduce a scalar product in both 
of them by 
(2) <tf,?) = Í W d x ; <3,S) 1 / 2- II ul uvd 
г,a 
Let us give a motivation for introducing these spaces and show 
why they proved useful and suitable for the study of Navier-Stokes 
equations. First let us consider the Stokes problem 
(3) - vAv = -Vp + f(x) , 
(4) div v = 0 , v |
D a
 = 0 , 
restricting ourselves to the case of homogeneous boundary conditions. 




) v(x) — 0 for |x|—»oo , 
while for Q.CR
2
 it must satisfy 
(5) v(x)-*0 for |x|—*oo . 
In this most current formulation, j> is subjected to no boundary 
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conditions. Therefore I wanted to "get rid" of j> and to obtain such 
a sy3tem of relations for v which would enable us to determine uni-
quely v and then to find j> from v • At the same time, I did not 
want to put any restriction on the behavior or f near to 9Q and 
infinity lest I should have to verify them when determining j> from 
v • To this aim I formed the scalar product of (3) with ^ C J°°( . - l ), 
integrated over Q and transformed the resulting equation into the 
form 
(6) [v,£| . (?,$> 
using the integration by parts formula, the equation (4) and the fact 
—> 
that p€-L2 loc * P r o v i d e d ^ *3 n o* t 0° bad> namely 
(?) j ( - \5p i - cf II?I1H 
for all 4jjEH(.fi.)f then v E H ( Q ) is found uniquely from the iden-
tity (6) [l f Chap.il] • With regard to all this I introduced the 
following definition of a (generalized) solution of the problem 
(3) - (5): 
A function v is called a solution of the problem (3)-(5) if it 
belongs to H(fL) and satisfies the equality (6) for all 41EJ 0 0^!), 
If fELp i then it is relatively easy to prove that 
vEW 2 -.oc and satisfied the system (3) with a certain function 
j> Ewi , • The function 0 is determined uniquely provided it is 
normed, sayf by the condition [ o&x = 0 f -Q-'C £L . 
ACL, 
Such an approach to the problem (3)-(5) ia attractive for ita 
simplicity and generality: it permits to include simultaneously ar-
2 3 
bitrary domains from R and R not only for the Stokes system but 
for the complete nonlinear Navier-Stokes system as well (see [l , 
Chap.IVJ )• It accounts also for the Stokes paradox: for unbounded 
domains ilCR^ the solution from H(Q ) converges for jx|—i oo 
to zero while for flCR it converges to a constantf generally non-
-zero. Thus the suggested re-formulation of the problem (3)-(5) pro-
ved to be successful from the mathematical point of view: we have 
satiafied all the requirementa of the problem (3)-(5) proving at the 
aame time its unique solvability for a wide class of right hand si-
de terms f • Neverthelessf to obtain uniqueness I had to consider 
v in the space H ( H ) . This assumption has not been included in the 
classical formulation of the problem (3)-(5) and the question whether 
the sugge3ted specification of the problem (3)-(5) i3 the only po3si-
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ble i3 es3ential. First of all, vGH(Q) implies finitenes3 of the 
Dirichlet integral for v . We know quite a number of problems in 
which the solution, interesting from the physical point of view, does 
not posses3 this property. However, to omit it (in the case of nonli-
near Navier-Stokea equations and general type of domains) does not 
seem possible at the moment, and therefore we restrict ourselves by 
considering only such vfs for which l| v j| 2 ^ < oo • This assump-
tion together with zero boundary conditions means that v has to be 
o 
an element of D(H). Moreover, taking into account, the equality 
div v = 0 we conclude that v belongs to the space H(-Q.) which 
o 
consists of all elements of D(Q_) which have zero divergence. 
It is clear that 
H(Q)CH(Q)Ci)(n) , 
which raises a question about the dimension of the quotient space 
H ( X 1 ) | H / Q X • Its investigation was initiated by J.Heywood [2] • He 
proved that H(Q.) = H(C1) for domains Q (bounded or not) with 
2 compact smooth boundaries of the class C • Moreover, he indicated 
/\ 
domains for which H(fL) is wider than H(-O-). In the three-dimen-
sional case this holds for the whole space R^ divided by the plane 
(x : x, = 0} with "holes" cut in it. For such fl we have 
dim H|„ = 1 and the elements of HL. may be characterized either 
by the quantity (*< (00 ER ) of the total flow through all the holes 
(their number is assumed finite and they must be bounded two-dimensi-
onal domains with smooth boundaries) or by the difference of the li-
mit values of j> for -V~-* - 00 . 
In accordance with this, for such domains the sy3tem (3)-(5) has 
a unique solution v from H(-C1) which has a prescribed total flow 
through the holes. The solution v determined above (i.e. v from 
H(il)) corresponds to the value of <*, equal to zero. 
Together with V.A.Solonnikov we have carried out a more detailed 
analyais of the caae3 H = H and dim H L . ^ 1 • Furthermore, we have 
investigated problems of formulation and solvability of boundary va-
lue problems for general nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations in the 
space H when H is wider than H . The results obtained have been 
published in [3] , IW\ • They have been continued in the thesi3 of 
K.Pileckaa and in a joint paper [p] by V.A.Solonnikov and K.Pileckaa. 
Let U3 mention the reeults of [j] , [4] without presenting the preci-
se formulations. First, we proved that H coincides with H for 
domains (bounded or not) with compact "not too bad" boundaries (e.g. 
Lipschitzian). To thia aim we had to consider two auxiliary problems: 
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-> (8) div u = f f u E D ( i l ) 
with yELp(^--) , [ y d x = 0 f and 
n-lo. 
( 9 ) Yx = C < R i k V f i ' f f d x - O , i-l . . . . ,n , 
1 k=l K ja, 
w i t h f E W 2 \ l o c a n d H i k e L 2 ( n > W2,loc ' f i e L 2 ( i 1 ' • 
For (8) we found a solution u which s a t i s f i e s an inequality 
ll^x 'I 2 O. ~ C Q I U 1I2 O- w * t n a constant C^ which i s invariant 
with respect to s imilarity mapping of the domain H • For 0 s a t i s -
fying (9) we proved an estimate 
n n 
Wl2fa -
 cn,ir:( ZLKk I  2fQ + C M 2, a> • 
i,k=l i=l 
Non-smoothness of the boundary precluded us from using the theory 
of hydrodynamic potentials* .And it is this type of boundaries that 
we have to deal with even if the boundary Q£l of the original domain 
CI is smooth but not compact. 
The above presented auxiliary results are useful not only for the 
problems just considered. They have been applied to deal with prob-
lems with free surfaces which meet non-smoothly a rigid wall [_6j • 
They can be used also in the case of the problem (3), (4) on a boun-
ded domain II to prove j?EL2(-3.) for all f satisfying the con-
dition (7). 
However, let us come back to the problem whether H and H 
coincide or not. We have proved that H = H provided H has one 
exit to infinity. If J*l has m exits to infinity, m>l and each 
of them includes a circular cone (an angle in the case Q.CR ) 
/\ -#. >N . 
then dim H „= m-1 • The elements v of the quotient space H L, 
can be characterized by choices of numbers oo* f k=lf...fm-l which 
- > -• ^ 
indicate the flows v through m-1 exits (as vEH, the flow 
m-»l 
through the last exit equals & = - / t fa,) • For elements v 
k=l 
from H all t̂, are equal to zero. In accordance with this, the 
problem (3)-(5) for such H allows the following more precise for-
mulation: 
to find a vector function v from H for which the flows 
through m-1 exits are equal to <JU f k=lf...,m-l and which satis-
fies the identity (6) for all ^ E J (II) (or, which is the same, 
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for all i[6H). 
Its unique solvability follows from the above proved solvability 
of the problem (3)-(5) in the space H . Indeed, let a be an ele-
ment of the space H with given flows &. , k=l,...,m-l and let us 
seek v in the form u • a , uEH . For u we obtain the problem 
- v A u « - V $ > + v A a + ? , 3<EH 
whose unique solvability was proved in [l , Chap.il] . 
The nonlinear problem 
n 
(10) - VAv +Y^i y^x^ ' V ? "*• *(x) • 
k=l ^ 
div v = 0 , v| a a = 0 , 
on domains CL with m exits to infinity which extend "sufficiently 
quickly" (e.g. they may contain cones (angles)) allows an analogous 
formulation: 
to find v from H with prescribed flows &. , k=l,...,m-l 
through m-1 exits and satisfying the identity 
>>[v,n] - ( v ^ x >»<?,?> 
for all ^EJ°°(H) . k 
The solvability of this problem follows also from the results 
which I proved about the solvability of the system (10) in H provi-
ded at least one of the representanta a of the element of H „ 
which corresponds to the prescribed values <7C. , k=l,...,m-l 
possesses the following property: 
(11) [a 2^ 2dx - V^f ^*dx f y^tO.y) 
J-Q. Jo. 
for all ^EH(-Q) • In the paper [4] such a's will be constructed 
for "almost" all the class of domains D. for which we proved 
dim H|H = m-1 in [3] • Here oCk , >J as well as the other data 
of the problem are subjected to no smallness requirements. 
If the domain fl has m "sufficiently quickly" extending exits 
to infinity and r "insufficiently quickly" extending ones then the 
pre3cribed values of ci^ , k=l,...,m-l of flows through the exits 
of the first kind are added to the equations (3)-(5) and (10) provi-
ded m > l • The dimension dim H H is then equal to m-1 • 
The words "insufficiently quickly" extending exit indicate the 
fact that for any element v from H( 0.) the flow through this 
exit is equal to zero. It is not difficult to obtain sufficient con-
ditions guaranteeing this property of an exit. For example, let it 
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have the form B = {x : x-̂ > a , (x^x-JESU-^)} , where Sfx.^) is 
a family of two-dimensional domains with meas S(x,)>0 • If v E 
E D ( . Q ) then it is well known that for almost all x-. the follow-
ing inequalities hold: 
|j(x1)| 5 ( J | v ( x 1 , x 2 , x . - j | d x 2 d x 3 ) < meas Sfx-̂ ) , 
f S ( x l } - f 
J v 2 ( x ) d x 2 d x . j ^ c meas2 S(xx) I v2(x)dx2dx3 • 
s(Xl) s(Xl) 
This together with the finiteness of the Dirichlet integral implies 
that j(xiF)—* 0 for a certain sequence x? , k=l,2,«.. of values 
of x, tending to infinity, provided 
°°f 
(12) J A1(x1) meas S(x1)dx-L = oo • 
a 
On the other hand, the flow J v^(x1,x2,x-j)dx2dx-j is independent 
S(Xl) 
of x,> a • Consequently, it is equal to zero* 
It turned out that the convergence of the integral (12) together 
with the Lipschitz condition on 2B already guarantee the property 
called by myself "sufficiently quick0 extension of the exit B • In 
the paper [_5j we have weakened our original assumption for an exit 
to contain a cone in the sense just described* 
Let us pass now to non-stationary problems 
n 
(13) vt - v A ? + J^ vkv = - V y + f(x,t) , 
k=l ^ 
div^ = 0 , v|3a = 0 , ?| t. 0- L/(X) • 
In my papers, and actually in papers of other authors as well it is 
assumed that v€L?((0,T) , J5(ft)) • The space J^iQ.) is the clo-
sure of the 
duct in both Jp(-Q) and Wi(Q) is given by 
space J°°(il) _̂ in the norm of W 2 ( Q ) • The scalar pro-
i 1 _Q 1  ) is given by 
(14) (u,v)(1) = f (uv + uxvx)dx • 
All elements v of the space wi(il) which satisfy the equality 
div v = 0 form a subspace which will be denoted by J2(.C1) • It is 
easily seen that ^ A 
5J(n)CjJ(Xl)Cw|(a) * 
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J.Heywood proved that J2(il) coincides with J2(-Q) for domains 
.CI with compact boundaries of the class C as well as for the do-
main from .fr which was described above in connection with his re-
suits. For an analogous domain in the plane (i.e. the whole R ex-
cept a straight line with some open segments cut in it) he raised 
the problem of finding dim «J2|jl . Together with V.A.Solonnikov we 
have shown that for all three-dimensional domains of the above con-
sidered types we have dim J2|jl
 s dim H|H while in the planar case 
$li 
J2|jl • According to this result we can formulate the problem (13) 
2 $li 




to find a vector function v from the space L2((0,T); Jitil)) 
with the prescribed flows &k(t) , k=l,...,m-l through the "suffi-
ciently quickly" extending exits and satisfying the integral identi-
ty corresponding to the Navier-Stokes system. 
We omit here the integral identity which replaces the Navier-
-Stokes system. It is known that it can be written in various, none-
theless equivalent forms. The analogue of the condition (12) for the 
*1 f -1 space J2 is I meas S(x-. )dx, = oo (this is clear from the above 
a 
A 
argument for elements of H and from the fact that the elements of 
^1 
Ji have a finite L0(A)-norm). It guarantees that the flow through 
an exit B for any element from J2(.C1) is equal to zero. The di-
vergence of the integral implies a "sufficiently quick" extension of 
the exit B for the couple of spaces J2 and J2 • The question of 
solvability of the problem (13) in the given formulation reduces by 
means of a substitution v(x,t) = u(x,t) + a(x,t) to the problem of 
finding the function u from the space L2((0.T); J 2 ( . f t ) ) • For the 
function a(x,t) we can take any element of J2(-C1) with the pres-
cribed flows oiy , k=l,...,m-l which are constructed in [jfj • If 
ctk(t) possesses some smoothness properties in t (e.g. -^^^ 
E ^ ( [ O J T ] ) ) then the existence of u is established in essential-
ly the same way as for the problem (13) in the space L2((0,T); 
J 2 ( . Q ) ) . In general, the problem (13) in the new formulation allows 
an application of the results by E.Hopf as well as their modifica-
tions and a majority of results proved by the author for the problem 
(13) in the original formulation (i.e. for <X,k(t) = 0) . They are 
given together with their proofs in [l t Chap.VlJ . 
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